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NO CALCULATORS

1' If the graph of y - /(x) is hanslated q units riglt, what equation w'r
represent this transformation?

2' rf y =,f (x) is ftanslated 5 units up, horizontalti exparra.d by a factor of 3 and reflected in the y-axis,
what equation will represent these transfbrmations?

3' For each of the following, write an equation that represents the indicated transformation.

a) ! = x3 reflected in the x-axis and transrated 4 
'nits 

left

b) x' + y, -1 vertically expanded by a factor of 5 l

--. ) c) ! = 4' translated 6 units down and 3 units right

".i
4' If (*'y) isapointonthegraphof y= f(*),whatisthecorrespondingpointonthegraphof:

a) ay= f (x-2)

b) ,=_1(zx)

c) y-Z= f. (r)

d) y=-zf(4*-.4)

5. Determine f-t (r), the inverse of /(x) = 1lx + 4
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6. Giveny = "f (r), sketch the graph of y =2f (* -2) on the grid to the right.
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7. Giveny = f (r),sketchthegraphof 1,= -!f @+2 onthegridtotheright.
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8. Given y: f (r), write an equation for the transformed fifiction in the broken line graph.
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l{o Calculators

ibe ho*'the graphs of the following functions can be obtajned from the graphs of y = f (r)-: =.r(x-5) 2. Sy=-,r(x) 3. y=ri(i-r)
c'h of the following relations, write an equation tJrat represents the indicated transformations.

) = "f (;) vertical translation down 3 units, horizontal compression by a factor of1
,'l-,,2-1 5'\ - )' = I horizontal translation nght 2 units, vertical expansion by a ctor of 3.
-'l-r) = ^/rl ar reflection in the y-axis, vertical translation up 4 units

Gii'en ! = f (x). Sketch the graph of rhe following: a) v=f(-x)

L I

t=-f(x) c) x="f(y)



8. if (x,-v) is apoint on the graph

of..,

...what is the corresponding point
on the graph of...

Aaswer:

a) y = f(x) y -t =/ [+,']
\J J

b) Y =',G 3y=Jya4

c) ! ='x3 y =(x-6)' +Z

d) x'+y'-9 (+*)' +(y+8)2 = 9

e) 1, = f(x) y= 1-t ('-S)

f) !=5' -a-! : -5'-

g) -/: sinx 1

| *'2 = Sm-.r
1

I' fv-q)

9. lf (6,1)is a point on the graph of y = f (*), what is the corresponding point on the graph of;

a) v: -+7 (sx)

b) y: -.f-1 (-r) 
,

c) t:lf (a*+o)l-:

d) t,=sr(|.;+) L

10.

11.

r /(r) = rnx +b , what does /-'(/(")) equal?

Write an equation to represent the inverse f -'(*) of the following tunctions. (Solve for y.) t.r-,1,;:l;m.;,i*rxrigr

a) f (,)=.lt; c) f (*)={'ll-2 
?ffiH%T.;_i,

b) -f (*) =s#+t d) f (r)= -g-c-ox
12. Given y = f (*). Determine an equation that represents th" gruph in diagram (a) and diagram ft).

Answer: Answer:


